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핵심 변형문제Part 3. 2015 EBS
001. ④

002. ④ converting [ reinforce ]

003. approached③

004. ③

005. [ cooked ] [ endure ] [ that / which ]③

006. (C) (A) (B)

007. limited④

008. how Americans make sense of education, adolescence, and class inequality.④

[ culturally ]

009. ⑤ [ arbitrary ]

010.

011. [ playing ] productive ----------- effective

012. [ weaken ] rarely valued⑤

013. myth②

014. confirmed④

015. overall②

016. however ----------- Conversely

017. impossible④

018. ⑤

019. The search for extra-terrestrial intelligence may be in vain.③

020. Career related Influence of Sci-Fi on young people's perception of science③

021. [ inbuilt destiny ]⑤

022. behaving like a helpless young⑤

023. (B) (C) (A)

024.

025. [ fewer ] [ cancel ] [ suppress ]

026. to behave adaptively

027.

028. (C) (B) (A)

029. still controversial

030. a fundamental shift②

031. ③

032. [famine and misery]③

인류의 농경사회로의 정착 과정033. ③

034.
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035. less than⑤

036. danger ----------- chance

037. The use of time for defining the relationship③

038. (B) (A) (C)

039. ②

040. ④

041.

042. the rule of passion over reason

043. put

044. First Leavened Bread Was Due to Accident③

045. [ curiosity ]⑤

부유한 사람들은 천재들에게 작품을 의뢰하는 것의 가치를 인정해 왔다046. ⑤

047.

048. specialization

049. simultaneously②

050. (C) (A) (B)

051. [ pause ]②

052. [ cognitive disconnect between intention and consumption ]④

053. ③

054. (C) (A) (B) [ Customer perception ].

055. limiting borrowing

056. continuities③

057. (B) (A) (C)

058. As we grow older and accumulate everyday experience④

059. to seek further information①

060. ④ [ declines ]

061. ④ is said

062. [ asymmetrical ] (C) (A) (B)

063. (B) (A) (C)

064. few③

065. interdependence [ survival ]②

066. (B) (C) (A)

067.

068. ③

069. ② proportion [ processing ]

070. ②

071.

072. in extreme climates and harsh environments [ wear ]④

073. (B) (C) (A)

074. ①
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075. ⑤

076.

077. [ reduces ]④

078. (C) (A) (B)

079.

080. involves overriding one's compassion

081. (C) (A) (B)

082. (B) (A) (C)

083. (C) (B) (A)

084. ③

085. In other words -----------Instead

086. ④ disclose

087. (C) (A) (B) [ had it not achieved ]

088. unlikely⑤

089. [ eats up ] [ pressing ] [ worse ]

090. fundamentals

091. (C) (A) (B)

092. recovery of materials from trash

093.

094. good

095. (B) (C) (A) [ favorably ] [ that ]

096. although

097. building up [ refreshed ]

098. ①

099. at the same time

100. shopping becomes much more than an activity④

101. (B) (A) (C) [ common ancestor ]

102. (A) (C) (B)

103.

104. communities of practice

105. relevant.

106. the perspectives provided by roles and situations

107. disbelieving something

108. genuine care for others

109. emerged③

110.

111. ④

112. unbearable⑤

113.

114. (B) (C) (A) [ rapidly ]
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115. our African prehistory ----------- human survival

116. unique②

117.

118. (A) (C) (B)

119. anticipation ----------- absence

120. familiarity ----------- accuracy

121. (C) (A) (B)

많은 영국식민지 식민지로 퍼졌다122.

123. cease

124.

125.

126.

127.

128. was discovered

129. theory mixed

130. (A) (B) (C)

131. contradicts③

132. during

133. evidence

134. the duality of human aggression①

135. been offered④

136.

137.

138.

139. ①

140. training

141. in association, in sequence⑤

142.

143.

144. is⑤

145. pragmatics④

146. [ balance ]

147. (B)-(A)-(C)③

148. ⑤

149. ④

150. legitimate adoption deliberate

151. rare④

152. life is shaped by the outer environment②

153. indifferent① abundance

154. ④
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155. What Should You Do to Be a Good Photographer?⑤

156. (B) (A) (C)

157. postponing abandon expressing

158. Is Attention a Limitless Resource?③

159.

160.

161. (B) (A) (C)

162. ③

163. supports

164. what you should or could①

165. In fact ----------- Similarly

166. ③

167. scatter③

168.

169. be reached

170. ④ for instance In fact

171. unique to its nervous system②

172. they increased their orders by a remarkable 600 percent!

173. transmission ----------- innate

174. Cold Waters Turned Out Richer in Life①

175. should have been③

176. (C) (B) (A)

177.

178. one's past experiences and the issues one is facing, Likewise⑤

179. minimize⑤

180.

181. more careless ----- inaccurate②

182. speech③

183. few

크리스탈은 에서 녹아서 명확한 액체상태의 유체가 된다184. 178.5 C .˚

185. imbalance - worse

186.

187. endless presence overcome

188. patient analysis

189. understand other people's emotions

190. (B) (C) (A)

손글씨 쓰기는 어린이에게 여러 이점이 있으므로 가르쳐야 한다191. .③

192. ③

193. (A) (B) (C)

194. Scientific Knowledge Distancing Man from Nature④
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195. any persistent advantage

196. (B) (C) (A)

197. optimize②

198.

199. dense prominent more

200. failed

201. (B) (A) (C)

202. ⑤

203. it

204.

205. work

206. For instance As a result①

207.

208. Moderation : What Our Life Calls for⑤

209. (B) (A) (C)

210. avoided

211. related

212. are④

213. (C) (A) (B)

214. For example however①

215.

216.

217. (C) (A) (B)

218.

219. arbitrary④

220. [ cosmic evolution ]③

221. hadn't been completely honest with him③

222.

223. were repeated around the world②

224. (C) (A) (B)④

225.

226. take less another more

227. unrelated④

228. rationalize②

229. ②

230. Classroom Implementation: A Key Factor in Measuring Training Effectiveness⑤

231. inflexibility ----------- succession

232. is hoped

233. but they're not always switched on①

234. clear the mind④
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235. [ accurately ] ④

236. ② [ a fundamental shift ]

237.

238. function ----------- mistake

239. to behave in accord with

240.

241. ②

242. softening of time④

243. sequential

244. look at situations using different frames④

245. Similarly However①

246. for the maintenance, pricing, and distribution of rights to land and water

247. make artificial

248. that of

249. likely④

250. competitive sport facilitate progress

251. ②

252. only in immediately self-interested ways④

253. what we don't want

254. acquiring the necessary knowledge

255. (B) (A) (C)

256. transcends④

257. (B) (C) (A) watching

258. indifference

259. what they actually do with it in practice②

260.

261. ①

262. purposes⑤

263. sustaining, does it work, maintaining,

264. Strong self-expression or self-assertion④

265. made

266.

267. the context or environment as a whole①

작품이 학자들 사이에서 주로 번역되었지만 다른 학자들에게 많은 영향을 끼쳤다268. .⑤

269. more

270. ②

271.

272. tailor it to his needs②

273. much more complex④

274. (C) (A) (B)
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275. do①

276. the effect of deep breaths on improving creativity⑤

277. ④ 농경사회로의 정착 과정 과 도시의 발달

278.

279. reveal③

280. evolutionary pressures⑤

281. entertainment ----------- information gathering⑤

282. (C) (B) (A)

283.

284. traditional --------- yield①

285.

286. inhibited

287.

288. ③

289. which

290. unconditional and categorical descriptors④

291. confine③ P
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